Idiom: Dead to Rights

Dead to Rights, guilty, in the act; an idiom that is American although it is derived from the British idiom which says, “Bang to rights”.

It is used here to describe those of the current protest movement known as Antifa and other groups that openly support Communism, Socialism, or other socialized movements that bring to the table the downfall of America.

1Th 5:1-5
(1) But of the times and the seasons, brethren, ye have no need that I write unto you.
(2) For yourselves know perfectly that the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night.
(3) For when they shall say, Peace and safety; then sudden destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon a woman with child; and they shall not escape.
(4) But ye, brethren, are not in darkness, that that day should overtake you as a thief.
(5) Ye are all the children of light, and the children of the day: we are not of the night, nor of darkness.

Benito and Hitler: Dead to Rights

It was Benito Mussolini’s own Fascist regime that used the term anti-fascism to describe their opponents. While Benito and his government were fascist, that is; a dictatorial leader who leads a centralized autocratic government, he found common ground with both Germany’s Hitler and
the Japanese who bombed Pearl Harbor. The term thus anti-fascism is today known as ‘antifa’. They are not the only openly Fascist group themselves while accusing others of being Fascists.

The groups today who call Trump and those who support him as fascist are ignorant about the truth. They also are blind as to what they are really pushing for. While calling Trump and all his supporters fascist, they also see America and her constitution as fascist. If it were not for America and her power propelled by God’s blessing on this nation; Hitler, Mussolini, and Hirohito’s Japan would have won world war two. In addition, these Antifa proponents and other groups also want to replace free speech and other rights guaranteed by our Constitution and bill of rights with communist agenda and government. Others akin to Antifa are more socialist in scope to the likes of third world socialist nations around the world. An example of fascism is given; on one side is Hitler and the Nazis and the other Stalin and the communist regime of the proletariat rebellion.

*From the first hours of Hitler’s invasion of the Soviet Union, the propagandists on both sides of the conflict portrayed the struggle in stark, Manichaean language. The totalitarian nature of both regimes made this inevitable. On one side stood Hitler, fascism, the myth of German supremacy; on the other side stood Stalin, communism, and the international proletarian revolution.* —Anne Applebaum, New York Review of Books, 25 Oct. 2007

**Aim? Downfall: Dead to Rights**

_Fascism_ in plain language and in regard to this nation; is the efforts of a generation of Americans aided by others whose sole purpose is the complete destruction of our society and way of life as we know it. They will stop at nothing to get what they want which is another foundational philosophy and government. Some want communism while others in our society want socialism. Today many have labeled Donald Trump and those who support him with this title. To say that “putting America first” is fascist resembles idiocy! Now there is no doubt that globalist ideals for change exist in our judicial system, legislative branch, and in the Executive branch. It is also true that many are pushing for their own agenda. What also is true that the thrust of an “America first ideal” is not new; remember Ronald Reagan. But it got Trump elected and many who voted for him are not fascists, nor communists, nor socialists. While many voted for Trump, it does not mean they agree with him on all things. But to be sure, Donald Trump is a globalist as well, with the entire world listening he told the world.

“Hey, I’m a nationalist and a globalist,” Trump told the _Wall Street Journal_ on Thursday. “I’m both.’

It is not always clear in the beginning as what people believe nor what their intentions are. In many ways, Barack Obama and Donald Trump are like minded in that they are both globalists.
As are the Bushes, the Cheney’s, and many other top political figures. These globalist work within systems. In China, a communist nation which oppresses Christianity and other religious minorities the world works with them. In fact, Walmart does a huge business with China no matter that they are communist. Former President Obama made nice with the communist nation Cuba and today many in this nation are openly pushing for trade with the closed nation. Today we have many; who because of the Iran deal, openly work with the closed Islamic nation. A nation that promotes a one world Islamic rule through the Mahdi. Yet, free nations today do business with Iran. We can find many such examples in the world.

**Chaos: Dead to Rights**

Furthermore, the problem we find that America is now caught up in a path of chaos. Leading the way are many groups with agendas that will destroy the fabric of our society today. Besides a political agenda that herald’s communism or socialism; among others, we find that race is also a hot divisionary ideal in this nation. Then there are the jihadists of Islam that push world global domination by Islam. In Europe, we find the political establishment of the E.U. who are caving into the Islamic pressure. When the nation doesn’t cave into Islam then those who promote Islamic ways within that nation threaten the people. For instance, in Sweden we find threats against women who don’t wear the *Islamic headdress*.

America faces a dilemma and for many within this nation the real outcome is nearing us every minute that ticks away. We will see the future filled with violence and division and this may indeed win the day for those true fascists in this nation. Those who want communism or even socialism may get what they want. Today in America we have the protestors “dead to rights” over their actions. They are aiding the collapse and division of America. They do not want the US in its present form nor the Constitution which guarantee’s them freedom to protest, freedom to speak, and free to live in this country as long as, they abide within the laws.

**What use to be: Dead to Rights**

If you believe that Donald Trump is a fascist and his supporters are the same, then you truly don’t understand the term. The America that used to be, the one I grew up in; is gone. You will never bring back the morality, the faith, the truth, and the life that I used to know. What is more, living back then in that America; we really could not have imagined how this nation would wind up nor how divided it could become. But we have generations of young people being taught in our schools and higher institutions of learning that everything with this country is wrong and needs to be changed. Today we have colleges and universities like Berkley whose liberal agenda and leftist politics won’t allow any conservatives a voice. The atmosphere within colleges today is anathema to true free speech, if that speech opposes the leftwing educational agenda that has been promoted for years. It is only a matter of time before America falls. To those who should be blamed? This rests squarely on those who we caught “dead to rights” pushing for the downfall of this nation.
Moreover, many of the protesters and even those who teach this rebellion within our society have lived in a rich nation filled with more blessings than you can keep track of. They have been handed a nation which is free and a rule of government that has succeeded for over two hundred years. Yet they are spoiled, having obtained a cheap freedom, which they esteem too lightly.

For if they truly esteemed it what it is worth, then they would have understood that the true cost of this nation lies in those who served in various capacities defending our way of life and those who shed blood in the pursuit of this battle; people that died for our nation and its way of life. It is to this we must remember: the blood of patriots, soldiers in arms, and those to whom America, and its flag was more than something to burn in protest. Anathema and curse are to those who do burn in protest that which blood was shed for.

**Thomas Paine: Dead to Rights**

It is as Thomas Paine said and applies to this generation today!

"What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly: it is dearness only that gives everything its value." – *Thomas Paine, The American Crisis, No. 1, 1776*

Finally, we must heed the warning of our Founding Father, George Washington who warned us not to be in “favor of other political systems, before they are capable of appreciating their own”. In short, those who are wanting a communist or socialist state cannot apprehend or comprehend the plausibility of the truth of such systems and the damage they do to their own citizens. Today we are heading directly into the end of days and the dark one shall appear. When he does, it will be his system of governance worldwide and many shall fall therein headlong. They shall never be recovered from the error of their ways. For among these will be those who we caught “dead to rights”, guilty of favoring other systems of political means. They will finally obtain what they sought for and it will bring them death.

**George Washington: Dead to Rights**

"[W]e ought to deprecate the hazard attending ardent and susceptible minds, from being too strongly, and too early prepossessed in favor of other political systems, before they are capable of appreciating their own."

--George Washington, letter to the Commissioners of the District of Columbia, 1795
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